Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholars 2013

Elizabeth Enslin—Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Nonfiction
Elizabeth Enslin is the author of the memoir, Night of Vishnu: A Journey Through Love and Rebellion in Nepal, forthcoming in 2014. Her creative nonfiction appears in Crab Orchard Review, Gettysburg Review, Opium Magazine, Posse Review, and Raven Chronicles and has received an Honorable Mention for the Pushcart Prize. A graduate mentor for Prescott College’s low-residency programs, she raises garlic, pigs, and yaks on an Oregon farm near Hells Canyon.

Janis Hubschman—Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Fiction
A recipient of an artist’s grant from the Vermont Studio Center, Janis Hubschman has published stories in Foundling Review, Front Porch Journal, Glimmer Train, Literary Mama, Michigan Quarterly Review, StoryQuarterly, Saint Ann’s Review, and upstreet, among other publications. Her fiction has received recognition from several contests and prizes, including first place and two honorable mentions in the Glimmer Train Fiction Open contests, first-runner up in the StoryQuarterly fiction contest, an honorable mention in Cincinnati Review’s Robert and Adele Schiff Prize, finalist in the New Letters Alexander Patterson Cappon Fiction Award, and semi-finalist in the Crazyhorse Fiction Prize.

Heidi Johannesen Poon—Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Poetry
Heidi Johannesen Poon received her MFA in poetry from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop in 1991. She has received fellowships from Brown University, the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, the MacDowell Colony, and the Virginia Commission for the Arts. She won the Patricia Dobler Award, which granted her an Irish Residency at Carlow University. She published her first chapbook with the Poetry Society of America and The Good News of the Ground, her first collection of poetry, is forthcoming in 2014.